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Abstract—Fast aging of components has become one of the
major concerns in Systems-on-Chip with further scaling of
the submicron technology. This problem accelerates when com-
bined with improper working conditions such as unbalanced
components’ utilization. Considering the mapping algorithms
in the Networks-on-Chip domain, some routers/links might be
frequently selected for mapping while others are underutilized.
Consequently, the highly utilized components may age faster
than others which results in disconnecting the related cores
from the network. To address this issue, we propose a mapping
algorithm, called lifetime-aware neighborhood allocation (LaNA),
that takes the aging of components into account when mapping
applications. The proposed method is able to balance the wear-
out of NoC components, and thus extending the service time
of NoC. We model the lifetime as a resource consumed over
time and accordingly define the lifetime budget metric. LaNA
selects a suitable node for mapping which has the maximum
lifetime budget. Experimental results show that the lifetime-
aware mapping algorithm could improve the minimal MTTF
of NoC around 72.2%, 58.3%, 46.6% and 48.2% as compared
to NN, CoNA, WeNA and CASqA, respectively.

Keywords—many-core system; Network-on-Chip; mapping al-
gorithm; lifetime reliability

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Network-on-Chip (NoC) has been widely used

in Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) but the aging

issue of NoC, similar to other platforms, is emerging as a

major research concern. Escalating device defects, shrinking

feature-size and growing transistor density have negatively

impacted the reliability which can be seen in the increase of

the failure rate (both permanent and transient) [1]. Permanent

faults reduce the system lifetime [2] and therefore, techniques

are proposed to improve the systems lifetime in terms of mean

time to failure (MTTF). Currently, there are mature methods

and techniques to tolerate failures in cores due to aging. For

instance, researchers have already proposed architectures that

can gracefully tolerate up to a few hundred (>500) processor-

logic permanent faults, in a 64-node CMP [3]. Even if a

certain core is broken, it can be isolated because the core

is an independent part, then the rest of MPSoC will continue

to work. However, such well-protected components, cores, are

connected to a less-protected infrastructure, NoC. Faults in a

router can cause disabling a well-functioning core along with

the router [4]. As another consequence, the connectivity of

NoC will be devastated and the performance of MPSoC will

be severely reduced. So, enhancing the lifetime of NoC has

the same level of importance as cores in MPSoC. LaNA tries

to manage NoC reliability at run-time through task mapping

as a low overhead approach.

Mapping algorithms try to allocate applications to the cores

in an optimal way and aim to minimize the overall data

latency and/or the power dissipation of the network. Mapping

algorithms are mostly evaluated based on their defined cost

functions. An application is composed of a set of communica-

tion tasks. To map an application onto the NoC-based multi-

core system could be defined as a one-to-one mapping function

from a set of application tasks to a set of cores. Mapping

algorithms can decide the allocation of an application to the

cores based on the usage of cores and routers in the NoC-based

multi-core system.

The activity rate of one circuit is directly related to the

aging of this circuit. Since the traffic in NoC is unbalanced,

the activity of each part of a router is quite different. So, the

activity of the routers should be represented by the activity of

different paths. As shown Fig. 1, a path between the crossbars

of two routers is composed of a mux connected with output

registor, an output registor, a switch allocator for controlling

this mux and thisregister, the wires between two routers, an

input buffer, a routing computation unit and a virtual channel

allocator. For example, Fig. 1 shows the activated circuit as a

result of delivering a packet from Router A to Router B. So,

the wear condition of one path is positively correlated with

the wear condition of the wires subordinate to this path. In

this paper, we model and refer to the aging of wires which

represents the aging of paths as well.

Fig. 1. The activity of one router’s different parts are represented by the
activity of links

Most of the dynamic mapping algorithms do not consider

NoC aging, so that some wires could be aged much faster

than the others. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show a case study that



presents the distribution of the NoCs’ MTTF under two

mapping algorithms as CoNA [5] and LaNA. The case study is

evaluated in 8×8 2D mesh NoC. The traffic pattern is random

and the injection rate is 0.05 flits/cycle. For example in CoNA,

the minimum MTTF is 0.2 while the maximum is 1 which

means that the links (a group of wires) with minimum MTTF

are aging 5 times faster than the links with maximum MTTF.

The unbalanced MTTF distribution would become a bottleneck

for system reliability. In our proposed LaNA mapping, the

minimal MTTF and the average MTTF are enhanced, which

indicates the positive impact of aging consideration in mapping

algorithms.

Fig. 2. In 8×8 NoC, the normalized MTTF of links is evaluated under
different mapping algorithms

This paper presents a method for wear-leveling in NoCs to

balance the usage and extend the overall lifetime. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Studying the

effect of different mapping algorithms on unbalanced wires

utilization and analyze the factors that cause changes on the

MTTF values. (2) Modeling the aging of NoC’s wires using

the analyzed factors and then present a lifetime budget for the

wires. (3) A lifetime-aware mapping algorithm based on the

lifetime budget metric to enhance the NoC’s lifetime.

II. RELATED WORK

Due to the adverse impact of the deep submicron tech-

nology, the system reliability have received a lot of re-

search attention over the past few decades. Task mapping and

scheduling-based system-level design techniques can provide

a low overhead approach for enhancing the reliability.

The existing aging-aware task mapping techniques suffer

from the following limitations: First, as the reliability of

system highly depends on temperature, most prior works solely

consider mapping tasks on an MPSoC platform with the

objective of balancing the temperature of the cores [6] [7].

However, these methods neglect other factors of reliability

such as switching activity and operating frequency. Second,

previous works have completely ignored the role of routers in

their reliability analysis, focusing only on the cores.

A lifetime-aware task mapping technique based on ant

colony optimization (ACO) is proposed in [8]. A wear-based

heuristic method is proposed in [9] that is combined with

runtime task mapping. These techniques improve the cores’

lifetime but they ignore about the aging of the NoC. When

applications are mapped to the cores, data is communicated on

the NoC platform. If the aging of NoC is not considered in the

application mapping, the NoC components might be soon aged

which gradually results in isolating the cores from the system.

If NoC is not equipped with proper fault-tolerant techniques,

then the whole system may crash. Even by assuming such

techniques, disabling NoC components (and consequently the

cores) not only can impact the system performance, but also

the lifetime of other cores due to the increased load.

A dynamic lifetime aware adaptive routing is proposed

in [10]. This work introduced a metric for each router called

lifetime budget. The adaptive routing aims to balance the

lifetime distribution based on the lifetime budget metric.

However, the capability of routing algorithms in enhancing

NoC lifetime is small due to the limited path diversity and

lack of global knowledge.

III. AGING EVALUATION

A. The Simulation Framework

To measure aging, we need to extract the temperature values

under which the NoC is working. We set up a simulation

framework for observing the temperature values on each

component of a tile (i.e. core, router, cache, tags, and MC) to

see the relations between the temperature values in different

components. The simulation system used in this part is mainly

composed of two mainstream open-source tools: McPAT [11]

and Hotspot [12].

To understand the temperature distribution of NoC during

mapping, we quantified the impact of the mapping process

on the core temperature. We consider two different NoC

floorplans similar to the ones in [13], illustrated in Fig. 3(a)

and (d). we examine two workloads and depict the temperature

of the tile components in a 3×3 mesh NoC. In this figure,

the horizontal axis shows nine PEs with each PE including

L2 cache data, core, router, L2 cache tags, and MC. The

vertical axis represents temperature of each component and

the ambient temperature is 45◦C. Fig. 3(b) and (e) show the

temperature of different tile components when all PEs are

active. As expected, in both scenarios, the temperature of the

cores is around 67◦C which is the highest among all the other

components. The router temperature is however around 47◦C
on average. In Fig. 3(c) and (f), we turn off four PEs (i.e. the

PE number 3, 5, 6, and 9) to observe the effect of PE’s activity

on the routers’ temperature. As can be seen from these figures,

turning off the PEs has a small effect on the the routers’

temperature. In other words, the router temperature mostly

depends on its own activity. For this reason, in modeling the

router aging, we only consider the router temperature which

is nearly a constant value close to 47◦C.

In the prior work [10], the entire tile temperature is assumed

as the router’s temperature. However, our observation shows

that this approach is not accurate because the router’s temper-

ature is much lower than that of the core. This is because

the distance of the core and router is relatively far in the

NoC floorplan. Therefore in this paper, we use the ambient

temperature as the router’s temperature when modeling the



Fig. 3. The temperature of different tile components in a 3× 3 mesh network with two different floorplans.

aging of routers. We assume the temperature as a constant

value of 47◦C.

B. Aging Formulation
Devices are aged for different reasons such as electromigra-

tion (EM), Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), and

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) [14]. In this

paper, EM is used as the wear-out related permanent faults

when modeling the system lifetime. The aging rate is derived

from [15]:

r (t) = j (t)

(
exp(−Q

kTt
)

kTt

)
(1)

where Q is the activation energy (e.g. 1.5eV for copper),

j(t) is current, and kTt is the temperature. As was already

discussed, the temperature is assumed to be a constant value,

(Ta: ambient temperature), and thus Tt can be replaced by Ta.

In this equation, r(t) is a continuous value while under the

discrete condition, the aging rate can be expressed by r(n)
where n refers to the nth time interval. The current j(t) is

proportional to links’ activity rate and can be measured by

[2]:

j(t) =
CVdd

WH
× f × p (2)

where C, W and H are the capacitance, width, and thickness

of the wire, respectively. f is the clock frequency and Vdd

is the working voltage and both are constant values. p is the

switching activity that is proportional to the incoming flit rate

at the nth time interval which is the only stimuli to the wires.

Using Equation 1 and Equation 2, MTTF under time-varying

current density and temperature stresses can be calculated by

[15]:

T f =
A

E[r(n)]
(3)

where A is a constant related to the system structure and E[·] is

expectation. Based on these equations, the wires lifetime bud-

get under the discrete monitored condition can be expressed

by [10]:

LB(n) =

{
0 if n is 0

LB(n− 1) + rn − r(n) otherwise
(4)

where LB(n), rn , and r(n) are the lifetime budget, the normal

failure rate and the actual failure rate of wires, respectively

at the nth time interval. We use rn to denote the lifetime

consumption rate under the nominal condition and rn is the

inverse of the expected MTTF, i.e. rn · T f = A. At runtime,

we monitor the actual operating condition regularly, calculate

the consumption rate r(n), and compare it with the normal

failure rate rn. When r(n) < rn, the wires are consuming

their lifetime budget slower than the nominal rate, and vice

versa.

Lifetime is modeled as a wire resource consumed over time

and a lifetime budget of the wires indicates the maximum

allowed workload in a given time. The wires with a small

lifetime budget means faster aging.

IV. LANA: LIFETIME-AWARE NEIGHBORHOOD

ALLOCATION

The proposed mapping algorithm, named Lifetime-aware

Neighborhood Allocation (LaNA), is composed of two novel

contributions. The first contribution is to exploit an efficient

mechanism for selecting the first node to map. The second

contribution is to select some available nodes around the first

node for mapping with the consideration of the lifetime metric.

The details of these contributions are described in following

subsections.



A. First-Node Selection Strategy
For minimizing the probability of congestion, applications

should be preferably mapped to the square-shaped regions. The

selection of an optimal first node has to be spatially available

and contiguous. However, since applications enter and exit the

platform at different times, finding a free square area is not

always possible. Hence, our approach is to search the nodes

with the largest number of available neighbors. Several nodes

might be available and these nodes located in the center of

a square-based region which fit the application will be the

options. Then, in this case the region with the maximum

lifetime budget will be selected. The maximum lifetime budget

is calculated by summing up the lifetime budgets of all the

nodes within the region.
As was mentioned, several available squares could accom-

modate the incoming application. To select a proper region,

we assign a cost, called PLB, to each square based on the

Equation 4 and choose a region with the maximum lifetime

budget. The cost is presented by the following equation:

PLB =
∑

i∈Square

LBi (5)

where LBi is the lifetime budget of each node within the

region. A higher PLB indicates that wires in the chosen square

area have experienced a relatively lower workloads and thus

they have a longer service lifetime. The first node to map is the

node with the maximum PLB in the square area. To balance

Algorithm 1 First Node Selection

Input: appSize: Size of the entering application; Ap: Task

graph of the application;

Output: Cfn: The selected first node for the mapping;

1: ns ← the node set with the largest number of free

neighbors;

2: PLBmax = 0;

3: for each node i in ns do
4: Calculate PLB ;

5: if PLB > PLBmax then
6: PLBmax ← PLB;

7: Cfn ← i;

8: end if
9: end for

aging over the platform, we propose a first-node selection

method for the lifetime-aware mapping algorithm, as described

in Algorithm 1. First, all the nodes with the maximum num-

ber of free neighbors are chosen as the candidates. Second,

depending on the size of the entering application, the radius

factor is determined with the candidate nodes in the center.

Third, PLB for each square area is calculated, i.e. the sum of

the wire lifetime budget LB(n) for all the nodes in the square

area. Finally, the node with the maximum PLB is selected as

the first node among all the available nodes.

B. LaNA Mapping Algorithm
To improve the system’s minimal MTTF and balance the

lifetime distribution, the lifetime-aware neighborhood alloca-

tion mapping algorithm is proposed which aims at finding an

optimal placement of nodes for task mapping. The algorithm

based on communication flow and the lifetime budget of wires

(PLB). The formulated problem is as follows. Let us first

assume a directed graph G = (V, A) where V represents the

set of nodes and A refers to the set of wires. By assuming two

nodes s, d ∈ V, then Fs,d denotes the communication flow

from the source node s to the destination node d according

to XY routing. Between the node s and d, there might be

several hops. The minimum value of these lifetime budgets

will be used to present the lifetime budget of the flow Fs,d.

The lifetime budget of the flow Fs,d is:

FLBs,d = min
i={s,··· ,d}

{LBi} (6)

where LBi is the lifetime budget of the wire and {s, · · · ,
d} are the paths between the routers from node s to node

d. With lifetime budget as the cost, the FLBs,d is to select

the fastest aging wire as the aging cost of the flow. There

is usually a situation where a node has communication with

several other nodes, thus the method evaluates the lifetime

budget of a node by selecting the related minimal FLBs,d,

that is the fastest aging flow lifetime metric. FLBs,m and

FLBm,d are the node m as a starting node and end node of

flow lifetime budget. The worst cost of nodes’ lifetime budget

is represented as the following equation:

PELBm = min
s,d
{FLBs,m, FLBm,d} (7)

Fig. 4. An example of the LaNA mapping algorithm

The pseudo-code of the proposed mapping algorithm with

lifetime improvement is given in Algorithm 2. The mapping

is started by initialization the first node, first task and task

mapping order (line 1-3). Then, the available nodes in the

closest distance from the first node are explored. If there is

only one available node, the corresponding task is mapped

to it (line 5-7). If not, according to the position of the local

and destination node, the cost of FLBs,d and PELBi are

calculated (line 8-9). Finally, the optimal choice of node is

the one that has the maximum PELB (line10-12). As an

example, let us follow the mapping process of Fig. 4, where an



application with 6 tasks is going to be mapped to the system.

According to Algorithm 2, the first task (t4) with maximum

degree is mapped onto the first node and its connected tasks

{t2,t1,t5} are mapped to the free neighbors of the first node.

The sequential choose order of neighborhood node is based

on the value of PELB. Then, three nodes (a,b,c) can be

selected for t0. The value of FLBt0,t1 and FLBt0,t2 should

be calculated because t0 has communication with t1 and t2.

Then the PELB of these three nodes (a,b,c) are calculated.

The value of FLB and PELB of three nodes are shown in

Fig. 4. According to LaNA, task t0 is mapped onto the node

b which has the maximum PELB.

Algorithm 2 Lifetime-aware Mapping

Input: Ap: Task graph of the application; tp: the predecessor

task of current task

Output: map result[]: mapping result, map result[i]=j means

task i is mapped to PEj ;

1: Initialize: first node ← by Algorithm1;

2: Initialize: first task ← the task with maximum degree;

3: Initialize: M ← task order by WeNA;

4: map result[first task] = first node;

5: for each task tc in M do
6: PEp ← map result[tp]

7: N ← the free PEs with the minimum distance from

PEp;

8: if more than one PE is selected then
9: Calculate PELB for each PEi in N

10: for each PE PEi in N do
11: select the PEi that has the maximum PELB
12: map result[tc] = PEi;

13: end for
14: end if
15: end for

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment Setup

Experiments are performed on the many-core simulator,

which is an open source NoC simulator [16]. Table I shows

the configured parameters in the simulator.

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETUP

Parameters Values
NoC size 8× 8

NoC frequency 1GHz
Packet size 5 flits
Buffer size 12 flits

Routing algorithm XY
Total simulation time 10 million cycles

Several sets of applications with 4 to 20 tasks are generated

using TGFF tool [17], where the communication volume is

randomly selected between 6 and 14 packets of data. We em-

ploy Electromigration as the failure model. In our experiments,

the mapping tables and lifetime budgets are updated after each

1000 cycles.The following parameters are used for computing

the MTTF and LB metrics: A = 1, C = 268fF/mm, Vdd =
1.5V,W = 0.6μm,H = 0.6μm and the ambient temperature

of 45◦C. In the experiments, we compare the lifetime-aware

mapping algorithm with NN [18], CoNA [5], WeNA [19], and

CASqA [20].

B. Minimum MTTF Evaluation

The wires with smaller MTTF wear sooner than those

with higher values. In this section, the minimum MTTF for

different mapping methods observe how the proposed method

can improve the minimum MTTF. Three configurations are as:

the system utilization of 60%, 80%, and 100%. It means that

cores are dynamically enabled an disabled but ensuring that

for example 60% of all cores are active at a time. Fig.5 shows

the minimum MTTF values for different mapping algorithms.

As can be seen from this figure, LaNA improves the minimal

MTTF for 72.2%, 58.3%, 46.6%, and 48.2% than NN, CoNA,

WeNA, and CASqA, respectively.

Fig. 5. Minimal MTTF evaluation

C. Average MTTF Evaluation

Fig. 6 (a) shows that the average MTTF of NoC based on

LaNA has improved by 12.3%, 13.5%, 12.8% and 11.7% over

NN, CoNA, WeNA and CASqA.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. MTTF evaluation: (a) average MTTF (b) variance of MTTF

Obviously, the more balanced lifetime distribution could

improve the reliability of the whole NoC. The normalized vari-

ance of MTTF is shown in Fig. 6 (b). The proposed mapping

algorithm decreases the variance of MTTF for 36.8%, 28.8%,

29.9% and 39.1% than NN, CoNA, WeNA and CASqA,

respectively. In all situations, the MTTF first-node selection

mapping algorithm improves the variance, showing its effi-

ciency in achieving a more balanced lifetime distribution.



D. Average Latency and AWMD

The average latency of different mapping algorithms are

shown in Fig. 7 (a). Compared with NN, CoNA, and CASqA,

the average latency of NoC is decreased by 8.5, 0.6 and 3.1 cy-

cle(s) when the lifetime-aware mapping algorithm is adapted.

The avearge latency of lifetime-aware mapping algorithm is

only 1.5 cycle more than WeNA. The result shows that the

proposed method leads to a longer lifetime with negligible

effect on the average latency.

Fig. 7 (b) shows the Average Weighted Manhattan Distance

(AWMD) metrics experiments over different mapping algo-

rithms by regulating the injection rate. As can be seen, the

AWMD of LaNA is smaller than NN, CoNA, CASqA and is

close to that of WeNA. The smaller AWMD value, the lower

power consumption is expected, since the communicating

nodes are placed closed to each other.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. NoC evaluation (a) average latency (b) AWMD

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a mapping algorithm to improve

and balance MTTF over the NoC platform. First, we inves-

tigated MTTF for different mapping techniques which high-

lighted the problem of unbalanced MTTF on NoC. Second, we

analyzed the temperature values on different components of a

tile. This analysis confirmed that the router temperature could

be considered as a constant. Third, we model the aging of NoC

wires, representative of a router activity, based on a router tem-

perature. Finally, we proposed a first-node selection strategy

and a lifetime-aware mapping algorithm to improve MTTF by

considering the lifetime budget metric. Experimental results

showed that our mapping algorithm leads to improvements on

minimum, average, and variance of MTTF.
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